DUAL

TRACKER

DUAL TRACKER is the beef industry’s
only dual frequency EID reading solution
This patent pending dual frequency reading technology is a timely solution for a beef supply chain
challenged with accommodating both low frequency (LF) and ultra-high frequency (UHF) EID tags.

READS BOTH LF & UHF

HASSLE-FREE DATA COLLECTION

Allows stockyards, feedlots and
packers to receive and manage cattle
with either type of EID tag, leaving
the producer free to select the EID
technology that works best for them.
No need to force a single industry
standard.

All cattle can be processed through a
single workflow with no need to sort
and separate by EID type. All EID tag
numbers are consolidated and
streamed through a single output to
that operation's data management
system(s); eliminating human-error and
improving workflow productivity.
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PLUG & PLAY
This complex, patent-pending
technology is simplified into a solution
requiring less than a day to install with
an existing LF reader. Immediate
results include enhancing animal wellbeing, improving worker efficiency
and safety, mitigating human error in
the data, and improving processing
time to true speed-of-commerce.

SECURE, FLEXIBLE DATA FLOW
Each animal’s unique EID tag number
is read and streamed to the
customer's designated data system(s).
Permission based data sharing supply
chain partners and Blockchain ledgers
can also be setup through our secure,
cloud-based platform.

DUAL TRACKER: Dual Frequency EID Reading Solution
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Discover a New Level of Productivity

Dual Tracker is a practical and precision solution which addresses the LF/UHF challenge where it is
occurring in the beef supply chain; at the points of consolidation. Dual Tracker is a cost-effective solution,
and it is available now. Dual Tracker allows stockyards, feed yards and packers impacted by this merging
of technologies to remain LF/UHF agnostic and continue sourcing cattle from the entire market.

“

Fort Supply’s Dual Tracker is a gamechanger for the beef industry. It’s a practical
and simple solution to a complicated and expensive problem. It combines two EID
technologies previously thought to be incompatible.
- Malcolm Harvey, President, Fort Supply Technologies

For information on the components
or cost of a Dual Tracker solution
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Call 888-650-6446 or
Visit Fort-Supply.com/Dual-Tracker
1773 West 200 North, Kaysville, UT 84037
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